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Success Story: New Law Bears
Sweet Fruit for Charter School
By Daniel Weintraub

G

reg Lippman and Jennifer
Andaluz were two idealistic
young teachers from San Jose
who dreamed of creating a school that
welcomed what they called the
“wretched refuse” of the public school
system, underachieving kids who otherwise would almost certainly drop out
or be shuffled along until they graduated with few skills and little chance for a
decent job.
In their dream, Lippman, 30 and
Andaluz, 27, would take these kids
from poor families in gang-ridden
neighborhoods and put them through
a high-standards, high-expectations
high school with the promise that anybody who graduated would go on to a
four-year college.
It was an outlandish idea, to be sure.
But thanks to California’s charter
school law, which allows teachers, parents and communities to create their
own public schools free from most
state and local regulations, the dream
came true. In Central San Jose, the
school is called Downtown College
Prep — or DCP to its teachers and students.
The school’s journey from a difficult
birth through its first graduating class
four years later is chronicled in a new
book by former San Jose Mercury
News reporter and columnist Joanne
Jacobs.
“Our School” (Palgrave MacMillan,
New York, 2005) is eye-opening, chilling and inspiring. Up-close and personal, it follows the lives of the students,
parents and faculty who had faith that
they could break free and succeed.
When the school opened its doors in
2000, 83 percent of its 102 students
were Hispanic, and nearly half were not
completely fluent in English. Most had
earned Ds and Fs in middle school, and
some were taking the ninth grade for a
second time. If they made it, almost all
of the students would be the first in
their families to go to college.
“With few exceptions,” Jacobs
writes, “DCP students are the kids
nobody else wanted, the kids nobody
really believes can make it. The ninth
graders ignore homework assignments, then cut detention for failing to
do homework. They carve on tables,
scribble graffiti on the walls and rip the
expensive dividers that split space into
classrooms.”
One of the keys to DCP’s survival
was a strict disciplinary policy. Kids
were given multiple chances but ultimately were expelled if they refused to
comply. As Jacobs tells it, Lippman,
who was the first principal, sometimes
enforced the policy with regret.
“He hates to lose students, but he
sees no alternative to setting and
enforcing rules,” Jacobs writes.
“Schools that tolerate disorder fail all
their students.”
DCP’s evolution wasn’t seamless.
The founders naively overestimated
the skills the students would bring with
them, assuming that their problem was
motivation, not academics. When they
realized, belatedly, that many of their
charges came barely able to read and

write or with no ability to multiply or
divide, they revamped the curriculum
to transform the freshman year into
more of a basic skills boot camp. A project-based, experiential learning style
was tossed in favor of a more structured curriculum.
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ith so much to do, they at
times let important things
slide, like connecting with
immigrant parents, many of whom did
not understand the importance of the
heavy homework load the school put
on the students. Although they wanted
their children to go to college, they also
expected the girls to be home in the
afternoon to take care of siblings and
the boys to work part-time to help support the family. These and other cultural differences had to be overcome.
They were, under an almost brutally
honest administrative regime and a
principal who seemed to relish critiquing his own mistakes.
Over its first four years, the school
added about 100 freshmen each year,
and by the end, about half of the original
class graduated, with about a third
transferring to other schools, 11 moving away and six who were kicked out
or left for disciplinary reasons.
Although those numbers might be typical for the demographic that DCP was
educating, the other result was unique:
Every one of the graduates was accepted to a four-year college.
Although its stories of success are
heartwarming, “Our School” leaves
you wondering about the thousands of
similar students who don’t have a
Downtown College Prep as an option,
and the teachers in our massive, urban
high schools who don’t have inspirational leadership with a dogged determination to throw out the old rules and
create a new model where professionals are given the support they need to
shine.
The book is a call to arms for our
best teachers: Rise up, take the initiative, take back the schools. We need
you. We need more Downtown College
Preps.
Daniel Weintraub is a columnist for
The Sacramento Bee, where this
commentary first appeared.
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‘Goodwill’ Means Bad News in Spousal Cases
By Fred Silberberg

just because of who she is. The amount
of money that Julia earns per year as a
result of having this reputation is at least
25 times what Todd earns each year.
Yet, when it comes to their respective
California divorces, Todd has to pay
goodwill to his spouse, and Julia does
not. Adding insult to injury, Todd put
himself through school to earn his
accounting degree and get his CPA
license, neither of involved his wife as
she did not enter the picture until afterward.
Julia dropped out after a year of college and got her first break by happenstance a few years later. If she has to pay
her husband for goodwill, the net effect
on her will be minimal. With one more
upcoming picture, Julia will have earned
more than enough money to pay her
husband half of the goodwill value, with
no impact at all on her lifestyle. Todd, on
the other hand, will have to not only pay
off the goodwill assessment from other
assets, his ability to maintain a lifestyle
anywhere near what he had before the
split will be impossible.
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ulia is a well-known actress. She has
been a household name for the better part of 15 years. When she started out, she had trouble getting a part.
Now, films are produced with her in
mind as the star. If she is offered a part,
it is at a huge premium in terms of her
fee. Having her in a film nearly guarantees its success.
While lucky in film, Julia isn’t as lucky
in love. She’s in the midst of a divorce.
Her spouse claims she has “goodwill,”
and that he should get half the value of it.
Julia doesn’t agree. She lives in
California where, for reasons that are
not quite logical or understandable, she
has no “goodwill.”
Todd is an accountant. He works out
of his house, and has developed a practice advising large corporations on the
tax implications associated with mergers
and acquisitions. He offers his services
both by telephone and by traveling to his
clients’ sites.
Todd has no staff to speak of — just an
off-site answering service that also
schedules appointments for him. His
clients do not care from where he works.
His reputation in the business is stellar
and he has more than enough business
to keep fully occupied.
For a one-man show, Todd has been
very successful. He has worked so hard
that his wife is estranged from him, and
he, too, is in the midst of a divorce. His
wife claims he has “goodwill,” and that
she should get half the value of it. John
doesn’t agree. But John lives in
California where, for reasons that are
not quite logical or understandable, he
does, in fact, have “goodwill.”
“Goodwill” as defined in our Business
and Professions Code is the “expectation
of continued public patronage.” It is the
intangible value of a business associated
with one’s skill or reputation. In the state
of California, “goodwill” is an intangible
asset that affects certain types of
employment but not others. It is an artificial distinction between a few particular
types of careers that results in one
spouse being rewarded, unfairly, in a
divorce at the expense of the employed
spouse.
Our courts have had the opportunity
to remedy this anomaly but they have
not. In fact, on Oct. 28, the 2nd District
Court of Appeal, having a chance to
impose equal treatment upon divorcing
spouses in this area, decided to maintain
an artificial distinction on the issue of
goodwill in McTiernan v. Dubrow, 2005
DJDAR 12855.
John McTiernan is a successful
motion picture director who was found,
by the trial court, to have goodwill associated with his business. McTiernan is
the director of numerous blockbuster
films who earned “six to high seven
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There is no legitimate basis to distinguish the
application of goodwill. It is time for the courts
to take a position and apply it uniformly.
compensation” for his work per picture.
The trial court assessed “goodwill” at
$1.5 million, and ordered McTiernan to
pay half to his wife.
The appellate court reversed, finding
that no goodwill applied in this situation.
The primary basis for the court’s distinction was the contention that
McTiernan did not have a “business,” in
that a “business” refers to “an establishment, a thing, and not a person.”
California has long been reluctant to
assess goodwill in numerous situations,
such as those concerning a celebrity.
Yet, as the dissenting opinion of Justice
Candace Cooper in McTiernan points
out, prior decisions have found goodwill
to exist in any business that is associated
with someone’s skill or reputation.
While the McTiernan court refused to
apply goodwill in this instance (where
there was, in fact, a corporation), courts
have applied goodwill in other situations
where no such assets existed — including the case of Marriage of Rosen, 105
Cal.App. 4th 808 (2002), where an attorney worked at home on appointed criminal appeals.

There is no legitimate basis to distinguish the application of goodwill. It is
time for the courts to take a position and
apply it uniformly. It either exists in any
income-generating endeavor associated
with reputation, or it does not. The law
as it now stands certainly does not afford
equal protection. If the courts do not see
this, then the legislature certainly
should.
This takes us back to Julia and Todd.
In both instances, their earning power is
enhanced because of their reputations.
People make movies for Julia to star in
because they know that Julia is a big
box-office draw, and because having her
in a film in and of itself makes the film
more likely to be profitable.
People hire Todd because they know
that his business acumen and reputation
for giving sound advice will assist them
in making the right decisions on an
acquisition. While Julia has a “loan-out”
corporation that provides her services,
owns certain assets, receives her income
and pays her expenses, Todd does not.
By itself, Julia’s name draws millions of
dollars into her corporation each year,

he
majority
opinion
in
McTiernan, theorizes that a
“business” is something saleable,
and that is why goodwill should attach.
The court points to doctors and lawyers
as individuals who are capable of selling
their practices. This is a nonsequiter as
well. While some such practices are
saleable, many are not. In the aforementioned Rosen case, clearly Mr. Rosen had
nothing to sell. It is unlikely that anyone
would buy a practice consisting of the
handling of court-assigned criminal
appeals.
By the same token, many lawyers and
doctors are patronized because of their
individual reputations, not those of their
practice. Seriously ill patients seek out a
certain renowned specialist because of
his or her reputation. That specialist cannot always sell his practice, nor can
many lawyers, because once he or she is
gone there is no practice. By the same
token, Julia cannot sell her movie career
to a third party because she is her own
movie career.
Todd cannot sell his practice either,
because he is hired only because he is
Todd. Yet, in a divorce situation, Julia
walks without paying anything while
Todd, the doctor and the lawyer all have
to pay more to get out of their marriages
for goodwill than they would if they were
successful actors or sports celebrities.
There is that adage that “the law is an
idiot” and in California, when it comes to
the issue of “goodwill” that certainly
seems to be the case.
Fred Silberberg is a cer tified family
law specialist and a par tner at
Silberberg & Ross in Brentwood. The
firm specializes in family law.

Dwindling Number of Lawyer-Lawmakers Reflects Poor Image
Legislature — becoming a full-time, professional body and the imposition of
term limits — undercut their standing in
Capitol politics. During the 1970s and
1980s, legislative leaders — former
Assembly Speaker Willie Brown, most
obviously — increasingly recruited
Capitol staffers to run for seats, By the
late 1980s, ex-staffers were the
Legislature’s single most common occupation.

By Dan Walters

H

ow many lawyers does it take to
change a light bulb? Three —
one to turn the bulb, one to
shake him off the ladder, and a third to
sue the ladder company.
It’s just one of countless thousands,
perhaps millions, of jokes about lawyers,
the professionals we love to hate. The
jokes are logged on Internet Web sites
and one (www.lawyer-jokes.us) even catalogs them by legal specialty.
They reflect what those in the legal
profession concede is a serious image
problem: the declining esteem that the
public holds for attorneys.
“Lawyers, though never popular, have
hit an all-time low in public esteem,”
Stanford University law professor
Barbara Allen Babcock wrote recently.
“Books and bar speeches abound on failing faith and lost lawyers. Needless
aggression and soulless unconcern
about societal consequences — such is
the indictment from the outside.
Internally, the complaint is that our
learned profession has become a bottom-line business.”
A peculiar aspect of this loss of public
standing is a declining influence in politics, and the California Legislature is a
case in point.
At one time — a few decades ago —
lawyers comprised nearly half of the 120member Legislature and dominated its
most powerful positions. An unwritten
rule limited service on the Legislature’s
judiciary committees, which handle bills
affecting civil law, to lawyers, and the
State Bar’s unusual dual status as a
quasi-public regulatory agency and the
legal profession’s political lobbying arm
was never challenged.
It was not unusual for lawyer-legislators to maintain private practices that
received retainers from special interest
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It was not unusual for lawyer-legislators to
maintain private practices that received
retainers from special interest groups.
groups. Yours truly once spent months
tracking down legislators who ran their
law practices out of their official district
offices and found that some of them
even used their state-paid staffs to handle legal clients.

H

aving so many lawyers in the
Legislature was handy for governors, most of who tended to be
attorneys themselves. Governors often
dangled judicial appointments in front of
lawyer-legislators to persuade them to

vote as the governors wanted.
One such appointment backfired
badly on Democratic Gov. Jerry Brown,
who named a Republican state senator to
the bench after the legislator provided
the decisive vote on a bill. But the judge
became tainted when it was revealed he
had been making salacious phone calls
to legislative staffers (he also had been
one of those operating law practices out
of district offices).
Along with lawyers’ decline in public
esteem, two structural changes in the

oters eliminated legislative pensions and long-term careers by
passing term limits in 1990, and
the ranks of former staffers thinned as
well. During the 1990s and continuing
into this decade, legislators have tended
to come from an ever-wider array of professional, civic and personal backgrounds. There are more women, more
non-white lawmakers, more police officers, more business owners, and more
union members, but ever-fewer lawyers.
A good thing? For those who dislike
lawyers, or oppose their efforts to
expand legal business through legislation, it is. But to those in the legal profession, it’s an ominous trend — and one
reflected in the generally poor win-loss
record of legal lobbyists recently.
Writing in the State Bar Journal last
month, the organization’s chief counsel,
Larry Doyle, lamented that with the
number of attorneys in the Legislature
already at an all-time low, their ranks
appear “to be headed towards new
depths” in next year’s legislative elections. From nearly 50 percent of the
Legislature in 1970, lawyers have
dropped to under 25 percent. With many
lawyer-legislators facing term limits next
year, the proportion could drop to barely
half of that, Doyle says. He quotes one of
those termed-out lawyers, Democratic
Sen. Joe Dunn, as saying it “is not a harbinger of good things to come.”
Dan Walters is a columnist for The
Sacramento Bee, where this commentar y first appeared.

